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Title

I know who I am - online

TET-SAT Area

Digital Citizenship

Number and name of
the illustrated
competence

Question 26. Creating, adapting and managing one or several digital
identities and guiding students
Question 27. Actively protecting personal data, respecting others’
privacy and guiding students in this respect

Estimated level for
this competence
Learning outcome(s)
associated with it

Type or name of ICT
used

What you do that
meet this level

Proficient
Awareness of digital dangers and possible online safety measures,
knowledge of digital reputation, how information can be used and
manipulated





http://www.social4school.eu/
http://www.generazioniconnesse.it/site/it/home-page/
https://haveibeenpwned.com/
https://password.kaspersky.com/it/

Students experiment social network with the simulation of
Social4school; using the website Generazioni connesse, more
specifically the Supererrori (wordplay: superheroes + mistakes), we
reflect on the information they are sharing through their words and the
dangers those words can bring (also watching 2 YouTube videos).Then
we check their emails and test their passwords using Haveibeenpwned
and Kaspersky password check, working on elaborating safer password
and reflecting on the estimated time they need to be breached. After
these activities we reflect on our awareness of the information we are
choosing to share and how strong our protection is.
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Image or link to the
example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYnmfBiomlo – spot belga sui
social network, Youtube video about information people share on
social network not being aware of their availabiliy to everyone
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-xDDHuSFHD4 – Le faremo
sapere, Youtube video about online reputation
Draft actions to move
to the next level

Working on rules to create safer passwords, checking the rules about
privacy of the social network we are interested in using for school,
setting different emails for different purposes – private use,
school/work
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